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VECTOR FIELDS IN THE VICINITY OF A CIRCLE
OF CRITICAL POINTS

J. F. MATTEI AND M. A. TEIXEIRA

ABSTRACT.   In this paper the Cs-conjugacy between vector fields on R2

having a circle of critical points is studied.

0. Statement of the problem. We are interested in studying vector fields

on R2 having a circle of critical points as well as diffeomorphisms on R2 having

a circle of fixed points. We can produce examples of such vector fields (resp.

diffeomorphisms) by blowing up in polar coordinates germs of C°° vector fields

(resp. diffeomorphisms) on R2 at 0 having the form

X(x,y) = (x2 + y2)k

with b ,¿ 0 and k being a positive integer (resp. ip — Id +X).

A natural question in the study of singularities is: "Under which conditions

is a germ of a singularity Cs-determined by a finite jet and which finite jets are

determining?" On R2 there is the following result due to F. Dumortier [1]:

If a germ satisfies an inequality of Lojawiewicz and has a characteristic orbit,

then it is C°-determined. (By "characteristic orbit" we mean an orbit which tends

to the singularity or leaves the singularity with a well-defined direction. Observe

that the field given above does not have a characteristic orbit.)

Consider germs of vector fields in R2 at 0 having the form

-Z(x,y) = rk-X(x,y),

where r2 = x2 + y2, k is a positive integer and X is a germ of C°° vector fields at

0 with X(0) = 0 and the eigenvalues of X (0) are A = a±ib with a/0 and b ^ 0.

Consider the germs of diffeomorphisms in the plane of the form y5 = Id +Z.

Denote by Z and ip the respective blowing ups (in polar coordinates) of Z and ip.

Call Xk and Dk the spaces of such Z and <p, respectively, both endowed with

the Cs-topology (s > k).

We recall that:

(i) The number a — ab~x is a topological invariant for the structural stability in

D2 (see for instance [6]).

(ii) The diffeomorphism Tp is formally imbedded in a flow represented by a vector

field H. Moreover the (k + l)-jet of H at 0 is Hk = (x2 + y2)Xo(x,y), where X0

is the linearized vector field of X (see [4]).
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(hi) Let <p and tp be in V2 such that both ip and ip are imbedded in flows 77

and G, respectively. A conjugacy between H and G implies that ¡p and if are also

conjugate.

Consider now Z = rkX(x, y) and Zo = rkXo(x, y), with X and Xo as above. As

before, let Z and Z0 be the elements of Xk obtained from Z and Zo, respectively.

In this paper we treat the question of C'-conjugacy between Z and Zq. Our

main results concern the formal and C'-determinacy of vector fields of the form:

X(r,6) = (Crk+x+rk+2a(r,9))^- + (Srk+ rk+xb(r,e))^

in the vicinity of S' — 0 x Sx, where C, S are scalars with CS ^ 0 and a(r,6),

b(r, 6) are C°° periodic functions in the variable 6.

It will be shown that a conjugacy always exists and this conjugacy is C°° provided

the original vector field is nonresonant. The resonance condition is identified by

the construction of a formal conjugacy between the vector fields.

In the case that the original vector field is resonant, a C'-conjugacy can be

constructed.

It should be mentioned that Dumortier and Roussarie [2] have dealt with the

finite determining of germs of vector fields on R2 having the following normal form:

X(r, 6) = (4>i(0)rk+1 + 0(rk+2))^ + (a(6) + rkcj>2(0) + O^'))^

for certain functions 9\,02 and a. We emphasize that the techniques and methods

used there are quite different from ours.

1. Preliminaries and notations. Let AT be a germ of a C°° vector field at 0

in R2, such that its oo-jet is given by

X(x,y)
M.x,y)\
B(x,y))'

where k = 2,3,4,5,..., n,..., r2 = x2+y2, A(x, y) = £t+¿>*+a AijX%p>, B(x, y) =

^2i+j>k+2 Bijxly3i and r = pRa, where Ra is the rotation

_    _ /   cosa      sin a \

I   — sin a    cos a J

Assume that a £ ir/2 ■ Z. Let

T^RxS^R2,        (r,0)->(rco8 0,rBin0).

Then we can define a C°° vector field XonRxS1 with E»(X) = X o E.
Let I°°(R x Sx; 0) be the space of germs of C°° vector fields along Sx = Sx X 0.

This space is identified with £££(R2), the space of germs of C°° vector fields along

the 0-axis, Re = 0 x S1, which are periodic in the variable 6, with period 27r.

Also we identify the ring £o of germs of C°° functions along S1 with the ring

C^ of germs of C°° functions along Re, periodic of period 2x in the variable 6.

Let * = R[cosf5, sin0][[r]] be the ring of formal power series in r whose coeffi-

cients are trigonometric polynomials.

Of course, we may consider A' = A o E and B' = B o E as elements of P.
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Consider £n = C00^1)^]] as the ring of formal power series in r with coefficients

in C&.
The elements of the space

x2 ~ iod/dr © iod/ae

are called transversally formal germs of vector fields along S1.

Let G (resp. G) be the group of diffeomorphisms along Sx of the form <j> =

(r + r2qu9 + rg2) with gug2 E &> (resp. gug2 E |0)-

Finally we define

X' = Pd/dr 8 Pd/dO

and

G' = {(r + r2gi, 9 + rg2) such that gu g2 E P}.

2. Statement of the results.

(2.1) THEOREM 1   (FORMAL CONJUGACY).   Consider X E X2* (resp. X2v)

given by

(2.1.1) X(r,9) = (Crfc+1 + rfc+2a)|- + (Srk + rk+1b)-^
dr ou

such that a,b E £o (resp. a,b E P) and C,S are scalars with CS ^ 0.  Then there

exists a diffeomorphism ip E G (resp. <p EG') such that

^(X)^(Crk^+c2k+lr2k^x)§-r + Srk^,

where c2k+i is a constant which depends only on the (k + l)-jets of a(r,<p) and

b(r,ip).

(2.2) THEOREM 2 (C'-CONJUGACY).   Consider X E X£ given by

(2.2.1) X(r,9) = (Crk+x+rk+2a)^- + (Srk + rk+xb)¿
dr do

such that C,S are nonzero scalars, a,b E £o> and k > 2.    Then there exists a

Cl-diffeomorphism on a neighborhood of S1 in RxS1 of the form

4>(R, <p) = (R + R2u(R, <p),<p + Rv(R, <p))

such that

(i)l = k-2,
(ii) <p.(X) = CRk+xd/dR + SRkd/d<p,

(iii) if X is formally conjugate to Xo = Crk+xd/dr + Srkd/d9, then <f> can be
chosen to be a C°°-diffeomorphism.

One deduces the following corollary:

(2.3) COROLLARY.  Let X be a germ of a C°° vector-field at 0 in R2 given by

(2.3.1) Z(x,y)=rkX(x,y),
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where r2 = x2 + y2, k > 2, and the eigenvalue of the linear part of X(x,y) (at 0)

are A = o ± ib with ab ^ 0. Then Z is Cl-conjugate to Zq = rkXo, where X0 is the

linearization of X atO and I < (k — l)/2.

3. Proof of Theorem 1. Let <f) - (r(R,ip),9(R,<p)) be the formal diffeomor-

phism given by

(3.1) r(R,<p) = R + u(R,<p),        9(R,<p) = <p + v(R,<p),

where

u = £ UJ:^)R3 '        v = E vi ̂ )RJ

i>2 j>i

with Uj, Vj E C°°(SX) (resp. they are trigonometric polynomials).

The field <j>*(X) = (D<j))~x o X o <f> has the expression

(3.2) R=^ = CRk+x + Rk+2A,       è = ^ = SRk + Rk+1B,
dt dt

where

A = A(R,<p) = ^Aj(<p)Ri,       B = B(R,<p) = £B,-fo>)Ä''.
j>0 ¿>o

Combining (3.1), (3.2) and (2.1.1) one has

{(1 + uR)(CRk+1 + Rk+2A) + ur(SRk + Rk+1B)

= C(R + u)Rk+x + Rk+2a(R + u,<p + v),

vR(CRk+x + Rk+2A) + (1 + Vv)(SRk + Rk+1B)

= S(R + u)k + Rk+xb(R + u,<p + v).

Identifying the respective coefficients of R:>+k in (3.3), we get

(3-4)
Í (j - k - 1)Cuj + S(uj),p = Oj_2 - Aj_2 + Pj(u2,...,Uj-i,vi,...,Vj-2),

\jCvj + S(vj)p = bj-f - Bj_f + Qj(u2,...,Uj+i,vi,...,Vj-i),

where Pj and Qj are polynomials in Uk, Vi and also depending on Ao, ■ ■ ■, Ajs

and So,... ,Bj-2.
We may rewrite (3.4) as follows:

(3.5)2 (1 - k)Cu2 + S(u2)v = 00 - A0,

(j - k)Cuj+1 + S(u3-+i),p

(3.5)j+i    < =aj-i-Aj-i + Pj+i(u2>...,Uj,v1,...,Vj-i),

jCvj + S(vj)p = bj-f - Bj-i + Qj(u2,... ,Uj+i,Vf,... ,Vj-f).

Because of Lemma (3.9) (see below), one may chose Uj and Vj in such a way

that Aj■ = 0 if j jí k - 1, Bj = 0 for any j and Ak-i is a suitable constant. We

claim that it must satisfy the equation:

i-2ir

(3.6) /    (ak-i-Ak-i + Pk+i)d<p = 0,
Jo

which is determined by formula (3.5)fc+i.
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(3.7) REMARK. The above equality (3.6) characterizes the resonance which

occurs in the assertion of Theorem 1.

Consider, for each periodic function h(ip) (reap, h E R[sin^>,cosip]), the differ-

ential equation

(3.8) V-W + SWip = h(<p).

We shall omit the proof of the next lemma.

(3.9) LEMMA. Assume that either (i)C^O or (ii) C = 0 and /j" h(<p) d(p =
0. Then equation (3.6) admits a periodic solution w((p) (resp. w E R[sm<p,cos<p\).

From (3.2) and (3.6) we get the following normal form for X

(3.10) Ä = C7ifc+1 + C2fc+i7i2fc+1,        ip = SRk,

where C2k+i E R is given by the expression

1    f2n
c2k+i = 2^ /     («fc-i + Pfc+i) dip.

This finishes the proof of Theorem 1.   G

4. Proof of Theorem 2.
(4.0) Some comments. Before proving Theorem 2 we shall give an intuitive

idea of the strategy of the proof. First of all, we seek a diffeomorphism <p —

Id+77 such that: (i) <p*(X) is the required normal form and (ii) H(R,<p) —

(R2U(R,<p),RV(R,<p)). The problem is then reduced to answering the following

question: "Given C'-periodic (in <p) mappings a\(R,<p), a2(R,<p), do there exist

Cl-periodic mappings U(R,<p), V(R,<p) which are solutions of

U 0 Ï / CRUr + SU* = (fc "1)f/ + a^R- ä2£/' * + RV)>

K       ' \ RVr + SV^ = kSU -CV + a2(R + R2U, <p + RV)T

Set gi(R,<p, U, V) = <Xi(R + R2U,<p + RV), i = 1,2.
The answer to this question depends on the Fundamental Lemma and Proposi-

tion (4.12) (see below). The proof of the Fundamental Lemma is based essentially on

the Characteristical Line Method applied to equations (4.0.1). It says that given

C'-periodic functions hi,h2 one can find C'-periodic functions U = Q\(hf,h2),

V = Qi(hi, h2) which are solutions of

U(\K ÍRUR + SUv = C(k-l)V + hu
K       ' \ RVR + SVv = kSU -CV + h2,    for R small.

Moreover the expression for Q\(hf,h2) and Q2(hf,h2) are given explicitly.

So it remains to look for those U, V such that

/ U(R, <p) = Q^gt (R, p, U(R, <p), V(R, <p))),
{*.U.Ö) | v(Äj ^ = g2(w(Ä) ^ f/(Ä> ̂  y{Rt ^))})      for R gmall

We define for each (R, <p) the functionals

(4.0.4)       Pf(U,V) = QMR,<p,U,V)),        P2(U,V) = Q2(g2(R,<p,U,V)).

Finally one proves that P = (Pi, P2) is invertible.
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Proposition (4.12) is concerned with the C'-extension to R2 of mappings ob-

tained by the Fundamental Lemma.    D

We fix some notation:

C2x(n) is the space of C' functions /: fi x R —> R periodic of period 27r in the

second variable, with fi c Rn.

Assuming the above notation we set

^2ir = ^2* (**•)•

(C27r)o is the subspace of Cl2n constituted by the functions /, such that supp(/) C

[—p, +p] x R for some p > 0, i.e. / defines a function with compact support on

RxS1.

If r < s and p > 0, then

ll/llr.n = sup{|£>£/|; x E fi and \a\ < r, a = (au..., ak)},

ll/llr = 11/lknm,
ll/llr,p = ll/l|r,/3(p), where B(p) = {(xf,..., xn); \xf\ < p).
(4.1) REMARK. Let /i,/2 be C°° functions defined in some open domains of

Rn. It is easy to see that

(4.1.1) ||/l O h\\r,E < iVr||/l||r,/2(E)(l + \\f2\\r,E)T,

where Nr depends only on r.    Q

(4.2) FUNDAMENTAL LEMMA. Let C, 5,C be nonzero scalars and ¡eNu

{oo}. Given h(R,<p) in Cl2n consider the equation

(4.2.1) CRUR + SUlf>='CU + h.

Then this equation admits a solution U(R, <p) in C2jr provided that one of the

following conditions is satisfied:

(a) C/C < 0.
(b) C/C > I + 1 and h has support on fio = [—Po,Po] x R» with po > 0.
Moreover

(a) If C/C < 0, then there exists a linear transformation

-^C.S.C-   L2tt ^ ^27r

such that for any r < I, r < oo, one can define a constant Ky,' _ > 0 which

satisfies:

(&f) Lc sg(fi) is a solution of (4.2.1).

(a2) \\Lc>s^(h)\\r,Tp <K£sX5(l + p)2r\\h\\r,T,,

where Tp = {(R,<p) E R2; \R\ '<e~c*, \<p\ < 2tt}.
(b) If I < oo and C/C > I + 1, then there exist a linear transformation

^C,S,C:   (^-2ir)o -♦ ^2tt

and a constant Kc sg>0 such that:

(bi) Lc Sc(h) is a solution of (4.2.1).

(b2) H£c,s,clkT, <KCSc(l + p)2l\\h\\,.

PROOF OF LEMMA (4.2). It is sufficient to prove this lemma in the case C < 0

and 5 = 1. The remaining cases follow easily.
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Observe that the vector field Z = CRd/dR + d/d<p is transformed by the dif-
feomorphism (on R2) £: (R,<p) -> (Recv,<p) into £4(Z) = d/dp.

In the same way equation (4.2.1) is transformed into

(4.2.2) WV = 'CW + H(R,<p),    where W = U o £ and H = ho £.

Moreover the diffeomorphism transforms Cl2n in the space Clz of the C'-functions

f(R, <p) on R x S1 which verify

(4.3) f(Re-2"c,<p + 2ir) = f(R,<p).

The solutions of (4.2.2) are the functions

e(4.4) W(R,p) = W0(R)eCv + ( Te~CaH(R,s)ds\

Observe that W must satisfy (4.3). This means that the function

(4.5) A(R, tp) = W(Re~2*c, <p + 2n)- W(R, <p)

must be zero.

Since 77 verifies (4.2.2), one has dA/dp = C A and so A(Ä, <p) = A(R,0)ec^.
From (4.4) and (4.5) we get the relation

(4.6) e2*ëw0(Re-2"c) - W0(R) = -F(R),

where F(R) = (¡¡n e~'GaH(R, s) ds)e2,rü. We write

°°
(4.7) W0(R) = ¿2 e2vjCF(e-2*'cR).

3=0

We are going to separate the cases:

Cose A. Assume C > 0; this is just the first assumption of the preceding lemma.

The series in consideration, (4.7), converges, as well as its derivatives

oo

(4.8) wka)(R) = Y, e2^c-aC^F^(e-2^cR).

j=0

Observe that, for r < I and r < oo, one has

On the other hand, it is easy to check that

(4-9) \\W\\r,Z,<K'r\m\r,Zf,

where Ep — \-p, +p] x [-2n, 2n] and K'r depends only on r.

We try to obtain similar inequalities for U and H.

Observe that Tp — £(£¡p). And so, by inequality (4.1.1) we have

(4.10) liar)B,<(l + |C|re**lclp,

(4.11) llrir^il + ICD'e3*"0!/».
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Combining (4.9), (4.10) and (4.11) we get a number K\\'o7, depending only on

r, C, S, Ü such that

\\U\\r,Tp<KgsX5(l + p)2r\\h\\T,Tp.

It is obvious that both W and U — W o £_1 depend linearly on h.

Case B. Assume now C < 0, / < oo, C/C > Z +1 and h has support in \R\ < po-

Let H, T and W be the restrictions of H, F and W on [-27r, 27r] x R respectively.

By construction, H has compact support and it satisfies ||F||j < ||/i~||j/|Ü|.

Observe that Ü - aC < 0 for any a < I. So the series W0a are uniformly

convergent and

Therefore one can choose K[ depending only on I, such that ||W||i < 7íj||7í||;.   G

(4.12) PROPOSITION. Let C, S, C, C" be nonzero real numbers such that

C'/C and C"/C are off [0,1 + 1), where I E N U {oo}, and let gi(R,(p,U,V),
g2(R,<p,U,V) be C°° junctions defined on R4 with support in

KPOiS = {(R,tp,U,V);\R\<po, \U\<6, \V\<6}.

Assume gi are periodic in the variable <p, of period 2ir and

Da9i(0,p,U,V) = 0   if \a\ < I (i = 1,2).

Then there exist C' functions U(R,ip), V(R,<p) defined on R2, which are solu-

tions of

jCRUR-rSUe = C'U + gi(R,<p,UiV),
(%-l0) \ CRVR + SVV = C"V + g2(R, <p, U, V).

Furthermore they are periodic of period 2ir in the variable p and satisfy U(0, <p) =

V(0,<p) = 0.

PROOF. Let £: R -^ R be a C°° bump function such that £(x) = 0 if |x| > 1

and Z(x) = 1 if |x| < \.
Let £ > 0 be a small positive number. Define the following functions by recur-

rence on i:

(i)Gj = t:(e-1R)93J = h2,
(ii) hh = h2Q = 0,
(in) Ui+i = Lx(hl), where L1 — Le s c, are as defined above,

(iv) Vi+1 = L2(h2), where L2 = Lc.s.c,

(v) hi(R,p) = Gj(R,<p,Ui(R,tp),Vi(R,lp)).
The proof of this proposition is quite lengthy however and involves many techni-

calities and estimations. We intend to provide the basic ingredients and the proof

proceeds in eight steps.

Step 1. For s < oo, s < / + 1 one has gi = Rsgi with ¿r¿ E (C2w)o-

Moreover, there are numbers r < s and KTf3 such that

\\9i\\r,P < Kr,,p-r-
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On the other hand

\\Gi\\r,p<r\M\\r     ¿e-,'llftllr-i,lnf{.,rt

^=0

Hence we obtain immediately that

(4.14) ||G,-||r,p<ffr,.inf{e,/>}4

Similar estimations can be done for

dhi

dU r,P

dhi
dv ,       HGillr,

r,P

dd
dU

and
dd
dV

Step 2.   (i) For any r < I + 1, there exists er > 0 such that if e < er, then

||t^l!r,rw < */2 and ||K||r,rP0 < ¿/2.
(ii) Assume I — oo. For each r there exists pr > 0, depending on r, e and £ such

that for p < pr one has ||üi||r,r, < 6/2 and H^lkr, < 6/2.
The assertions in Step 2 are proved in the following way.

WlWr,^ < (l + P0)2r/ir||C7?||r, ||Vl||r,TM < (l + A))2r^r||C7°||r,

where G°(R, <p) = Gj(R, <p, 0,0) and KT is a positive number greater than KqSC,,

4s c"' 4s c anc^ Kc,S,C"- From (4.14), taking s = r+1, one has ||l/i||r,T,J,0 <

á/2'and ||^||;,tpo <i/2.  '
If / = oo, then we have necessarily that C'/C and C"/C are negative. So, from

(4.2) we get

WÛT.T, < (l + p)2r/ir||G?||r,T„       UVklkr, < (l + p)2rKr\\G02\\r,Tp.

By virtue of (4.14), taking s = r + 1 and p small enough we get

Mr,T,<¿/2   and   ||Vi|kr„<¿/2.

Assume now

IMIr,T,0<*/2   and   ||Vilkr,0<*/2.
Because of Remark (4.1), we have

||*îllr.T#D<JVr,||GyJ|r.Ani(l + *)r.

Applying (4.2) and (4.14), we get ||t/i+i||r,rP0 < 6/2. We obtain a similar majo-

ration for Vi+i.

If I = oo, we can also get the following inequalities:

\\Ui+i\\r,Tp < KrNr(l + P)2r (1 + 6)^0^,,

\\Vi+i\\r,T, < KriVr(l-f^(l-r¿)r||G2||r,Ap.

Observe finally that

Ap cTpx [-6,6] x [-6,6].   G

The proofs of the assertions contained in Steps 3 and 4 are straightforward.

Step 3. (i) For r < I + 1, there exists e'r such that

\\hhl-hHr,Tn+\\ti+1-hnr,T,0

< ex'2(\\Ui+l - Ui\\rtTpo + \\Vi+i - Vi\\r,TJ   with e < e'r.
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(ii) Consider I = oo. Associated with any r there exists p'r > 0, depending on e

and £, such that

ll^i+i - hiWr.T,, + \\hi+1 - h2i\\r,Tp

< p1/2(\\Ui+1 - Ui\\r,Tp + HVi+i - Vi\\rtT,)     With p < p'r.

Step 4. Denote by Ui, Vi the restrictions of [/¿,V¿ to TPo respectively. Let

ro < / + 1. If £ is small enough, then the sequence (Ui) and (Vi) converge in

Cr2%(TPo) to U and V respectively. Moreover if / = oo, then for each r there is

pr > 0 such that U and V are of class C on fiPr = \—pr,pr\ x R.

Step 5. For any r < I + 1, there is pr > 0 such that the restrictions Ui, Vi on

fiPr = [-Pr,Pr] xR converge to U, V in C27r(fiPr) respectively. This follows directly

from the above steps.

Step 6. It is easy to see that the images of U and V are contained in [—6/2,6/2}.

Step 7. Any solution (U(R, ¡p),V(R, ¡p)) of (4.13) defined and of class Cr on an

open set fi can be extended to a unique solution defined and of class C on Ü, where

fi is the saturation of fi by the flow of the vector field Z = CRd/dR + Sd/dp
and by the action of the translation (72, p) —> (72, p + 2ir). Moreover, if fi is a

neighborhood of the y>axis and U and V axe periodic (in tp), then the respective

extensions are also periodic.

We are going to demonstrate the assertion in Step 7. As above, consider the

change of coordinates £(72, p) = (ReCtp,p) which transforms Z in d/dp and system

(4.13) in

(4.15) Üv = C'Ü-rgi(R,<p,lJ,V),       Vip = C"V + g2(R,<p,Ü,V),

where V = U o £,V = V o £ and fc(Ä, p, V, V) = gi(Rec^, p, U, V).
We may interpret this system as a vector field on R4 having the expression

(4.16) Z'(R,p,U,V) = (CU + Vi)-^ + (C"V + g2)-^ + A.

The flow Vt of Z' satisfies

\4 - 4\ < 2eÜ" (l + j* Me-Cs ds^j ,        j = 3,4,

where V't are the components of xpt, Misamajorant (|<7i|-l-|(/2|) andC > |C'|+|C"|.

The curves fR: <p —► (72, y?, i/o £(72, p>), Vo£(72, p)) are, of course, integral curves

of Z'. From the unicity of solutions, we get

U171 fUot{R,<Pi+<P2)=1i,{R,<Pi,Uot(R,<p1),Vot(Ri<p1)),
l4-1/J \Voí(R,pí+p2) = ^(R,p>f,Uoc:(R,pí),Vot:(R,pf)).

Let fi' = £_1(fi) and let fi be the saturation of fi' by the vector field d/dp —

Í*(Z). As before we can extend U and V uniquely on H , preserving the class of

differentiability.

Assume that fi is a neighborhood of the £>-axis and fi = R2. We want to

demonstrate that the extensions U' = U o £_1, V' = V o £ are periodic. So we

have to prove that they verify relation (4.3).
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Of course, Z' is invariant under the action of

0: (72, <p, U, V) -» (Re-2«c, p + 2tt, U, V).

This implies that

(4.18) 4(Re~^c,p + 2^,U,V)^^t(R,p,U,V),       ¿ = 3,4.

Now, by combining (4.17) and (4.18) we conclude the present proof.    G

The next result is an immediate consequence of the last step:

Step 8. Any C solution of (4.13) in fiPr can be extended to a unique C solution

defined on R2.

Now the conclusion of Proposition (4.12) is obvious.    G

PROOF OF THEOREM 2. We axe going to determine a diffeomorphism / on a

neighborhood of the £>-axis of the type

UW\ ¡r(R,p) = R + RP+xu(R,p),
(4.19) HR>W-[e(R,p) = p + Rr>v(R,<p)

which is a conjugacy between

(4.20) f = Crk+1 + rk+2a(r, 9),        Ó = Srk + rk+xb(r, 9)

and

(4.21) 72 = C72fc+1,        p = SRk.

Because of Theorem 1, one may of course assume the following forms of o and b

a(r,9) = rk~xa(r,9)   and   b(r,9) = rk~xß(r,9).

Putting (4.19) and (4.21) in (4.20) we obtain

,      ,       í C72uñ + Su,? = C'u + RPu2n(RPu) + ai(72 + R?+1u,p> + R*>v),

['   '       \CRvR + Svip = C"u + uT2(Ri>u) + bf(R + Ri>+1u,p> + RPp),

where

C' = (k- p)C,       C" = -pC,

Tl(Z) = CZ~2[(1 + Z)k+1 -l-(k + 1)Z],

r2(Z) = SZ-x[(l + Z)k-l],

ai = 72x-p(1 + 72p+1u)fc+2a   and   6X = 722-p(l + 72p+1u)fc+16.

By a change of variables U, V, we may consider (4.22) in the form

(423) fCRUR + SU„ = C'U + a2(R,p,U,V),

\ CRVR + SVV = C"V + b2(R, p, U, V),

where a2,62 are C°°-functions defined on a neighborhood of the ip-axis in R4,

periodics of period 27r in the variable p, and a2 = 72fc_pa2, b2 — Rk~pb2 with ô2,

b2 being of class C°°.

Observe that, if both A = rk+2a, B — rk+1b are oo-flat on the yj-axis, then

a2,b2 will be oo-flat on the hyperplane 72 = 0.
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Now take u = u(72, U), v = v(R, U, V) to be functions defined implicitly by the
equations

(4.24) U = ueH^R'u\        V = v + H2(R,u)

with H\, 7i2 unknown.

Now we put (4.24) in (4.23) and try to determine Hf,H2,a2, and b2 to obtain

(4.22). So

a2(R,<p,U,V) = eH^r'^ai(R + Rp+1u,p + Rpv),

6a(Ä, <f>, U, V) = bi(R + R?+1u, p> + Rpv) + (H2)U(R, u)

■a1(R + Rp+1u,<p + Rpv).

Observe that Hi, J72 must satisfy the following equations:

(4.25) (C'U + 72pu2r1(72pu))(u(77i)tt + 1) - C'u + CRu(H1)R = 0,

(4.26) (C"772 - CR(H2)R - (C'u + 72pu27-i(72pu)(7i2)„)) = ur2(Rpu).

Put

Hf(R,u) = Lf(Rpu),       H2(R,u) = uL2(/2pu)

with Li(Z),L2(Z) being C°° functions of one variable.

The above equations take the following forms:

(4.26-) w%w-léffin-
Observe that the right side of equation (4.26') is analytic. So, we can integrate

the above equations without difficulties and determine the desired H\,H2,a2, and

b2.

Suppose now a2 and 62 are defined on

fifio,io = [-Ro,Ro] x R x [-¿o,¿o]2

and are periodic of period 27r in the variable pi.

Let A: R —> R be a C°° bump function with support on [-£o, £o] and such that

A(x) = 1 if x E [-£0/2,£o/2], £0 < inf(72o,«50).
Define

a3 = \(R)X(U)X(V)a2   and   b3 = X(R)X(U)X(V)b2.

In (4.23) we replace a2,62 and 03,63 respectively and apply Proposition (4.12).

If the normal form of (4.20) is (4.21), we may of course assume that a and 6 are

oo-flat on the 0-axis. So we may consider a2,b2 as being oo-flat on 72 = 0. Hence

if we set p < k then system (4.22) satisfies the assumptions of Proposition (4.12).

In the general case, we verify directly that if I < k — p — 1, then C'/C > I + 1,

C"/C < 0 and 02,62 are /-flat along 72 = 0.

Now the conclusion of the theorem is direct.    G
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